There was a residue, an elixir, I might almost say, which 147
had clung to the aura which the earth gives off and which
had increased in essence from repeated journeys through
this particular corner of the zodiac. It was nostalgic^ it
awakened those ageless hordes of ancestral men who
stand with eyes dosed, like trees after the passing of a
flood, in the ever-moving stream of the blood. The blood
itself went through a change, thickening with the remem-
brance of man-made dynasties, of animals raised to divi-
nation, of instruments poised to thousand year niceties,
of floods lapped up, divested of secrets, unburdened of
treasures. The earth became again that strange one-leg-
ged creature which pegs and wobbles through diamond-
pointed fields, passing faithfully through all the habita-
tions of its solar creation; became that which it will be to
the end and which in becoming transmogrifies the obscene
goat into the stillness of that which always was, since there
is no other, not even the possibility of a simulacrum.
Greece is what everybody knows, even in absentia,
even as a child or as an idiot or as a not-yet-born. It is
what you expect the earth to look like given a fair chance.
It is the subliminal threshold of innocence. It stands, as
it^stood from'birth, naked and fully revealed It is not
mysterious or impenetrable, not awesome, not defiant,
not pretentious. It is made of earth, air, fire and water.
It changes seasonally with harmonious undulating
rhythms. It breathes, it beckons, it answers,
Crete is something else. Crete is a cradle, an instru-
ment, a vibratirijg tesftube in which a volcanic experiment
has been performed. Crete can hush the mind, still the
bubble of thought. I wanted so long and so ardently to see
Crete, to touch the soil of Knossus, to look at a faded
fresco, to walk where "they" had walked. I had let my
mind dwell on Knossus without taking in the rest of the
land Beyond Knossus my mind pictured nothing but a

